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Coca-Cola Argentina reformulates its recipes to offer less sugar
Tonic water resurges as consumers enjoy gin and tonic
Foodservice sales benefit from a return to normality

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Food labelling laws will increase the consumption of reduced sugar options
Economic instability will benefit further growth of smaller players
Inflationary pressures are reflected in the future development of carbonates
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Concentrates lose sales against carbonates and flavoured water
Liquid concentrates gain momentum as sales of amargos rise
Mondelez Argentina leads off-trade value sales in 2022

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Concentrate consumption is forecast to rebound, driven by affordable options
Private label increases its position due to economic instability
Product innovation will fuel further growth in concentrates
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Growth for 100% juices is driven by natural and healthier offerings
New consumption habits increase retail and foodservice volume growth in juice
Coca-Cola leadership accentuated by pressures to offer discounts

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

The health and wellness trend shapes the landscape for juices
Vegetable mixed juices and new retail channels help diversify juices
Price grows increasingly important over the coming years
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**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2022 DEVELOPMENTS**

A mild recovery in sales is due to low popularity among consumers
Tapping into the health and wellness trend leads to growth for Fitoplus
Limited options leads to an underdeveloped landscape for RTD tea

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Future growth will be driven by a premium positioning
The healthy image of RTD tea attracts new consumers
The functional properties of tea will increase product development
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**2022 DEVELOPMENTS**

Robust volume retail sales benefit from a widening consumer base
Health awareness is fuelling retail volume sales of reduced-sugar energy drinks
Monster, Red Bull and RockStar compete for young adult consumers

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Energy drinks is fuelled by high levels of investment from players
Healthier options and plant-based energy drinks emerge over the forecast period. Product innovation will accelerate towards new sophisticated flavours.
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#### KEY DATA FINDINGS

**2022 DEVELOPMENTS**

The health and fitness resurgence leads to positive volume sales.
New labelling laws will slow down sports drinks development.
Gatorade dominance continues as the player launches sugar-free options.

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

An unstable economy is a threat to the growth of sports drinks.
Players invest in health and wellness positionings, including reduced sugar.
Private label gains as the economic crisis persists.
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